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Overview 

This class covers modifications made to three classic SCA costuming styles to produce adjustable fitted garments 

as well as highlighting other styles that have a flexible fit and extend the usefulness of the gold key.  Originally intending 

to produce fitted and flattering garments for a range of body shapes and sizes for loaner clothing, others have used these 

for younger members who are growing and members who are fluctuating in size.   

 This covers a modification done to Cotehardies, basic SCA Hangeroc (Norse 

apron dresses) and Bliaut as well as highlighting other flexible styles we have used like 

the Eura dress, chiton, stola and peplos.  The class includes patterning of a fitted dress 

and demonstration of construction of one style.  The target audience is those new to the 

SCA and those who help those new to the SCA.  

Background for Project 

The wrangling and upkeep of loaner clothing is a constant battle for many 

groups.  One of the methods that groups have used in the past is to take the cast offs 

and hand-me-downs from people as they improve their kit to fill the gold key chests.  

This had led to many stories of nightmare polyester clothing and ill-fitting and ugly 

clothing for people’s first event.  As groups upgraded and time went on, so did the 

quality of the gold key chests.  Other groups will just rely on loaner tunics and sideless 

surcotes and tunic dresses.  Some people loan out of their personal collection with the 

knowledge that it may not come back or it may be damaged.   

Like so many things, there is no one perfect solution and there are many 

different solutions that can be used in conjunction with one another.   One addition to 

this list that I have been using for several years is adjustable fitted clothing.  By 

adjustable clothing I mean using lacing to adjust the size on an otherwise tailored garment to temporarily tailor it to a 

newcomer to attempt to foster a more positive first event clothing experience.   

Although clothing choices like looser tunic dresses, chitons, and loose male tunics do work to provide women 

with clothing, one of the things that attract people to the SCA is the fantasy of wearing the fancy dresses and looking like 

a princess.  It is impossible to provide that level of clothing for every new person covering all shapes and sizes in all 

groups at all times, but there are ways to split the difference a little.  

 Disclaimer – I do not claim this is the best, period appropriate choice or that there is evidence to support all of this.   

 A note on guys clothing -  Check out the resources on various tunics, like the Birka tunic, cotes or cotehardies.  

Project development 

The first garment that I attempted this with was a cotehardie.  I believed at the time that this was a non-period 

solution to the problem.  Since then people have shown me illustrations of women with the side lacing on a cotehardie.  

That first garment was so successful that I applied it to several others after.  Most of the early adjustable cotehardies I 
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have made have actually been for specific women who have been on diets or teen girls whose measurements were 

changing a bit too rapidly for a single tailored item to last for long.   

Cotehardies are a personal favorite of mine and one I have made many versions of a basic form for people.  In an 

attempt to avoid being a one trick pony and to allow for more variation in our group I have also utilized the adjustable 

nature of some styles of bliauts to have the same effect.  With the side lacing on some bliauts, some styles can fit a range 

of measurements (although some newer sources call in doubt the authenticity of the side lacing).  The most recent variant 

I have utilized is the adjustable hangeroc.  This Norse apron dress usually has one critical measurement for its 

construction, the bust measurement.  By making this adjustable it creates a garment that has no historical leg to stand on 

that I know of, but that allows for a popular style to fit many women.   

Pattern Adjustment 

The first step I followed was to determine the relative range of sizes to cover.  This was done by consulting 

modern guides to size measurement and notes taken on different members I have made clothing for.   Then the 

measurements for four target sizes were established and fed into the Sator Calculator (Link included at end ) to produce 

four sets of measurements.  

 Using the Chesholme handout on patterning cotehardies (Link at end ) 4 patterns were made for the cotehardies.  

The 4 patterns for the hangerocs were done using  Mistress Thora Sigurdsdottir’s  handout (Link at end) 

The Bliauts were just adjustments of the generic bliaut pattern that can be found about anywhere on line.  

Ladder Lace/Button Holes/Lacing Rings 

To making the lacing along the back or sides of these dresses I have utilized ladder lacing using a reinforced strip 

of fabric, or a strip of fabric that has button holes sewn into it.  The quickest of these seems to be the ladder lace.  

Essentially this is a piece of the dress fabric turned into double fold bias tape between ½ and 3/8 in wide that is then 4 

layers thick for strength.  It is stitched on at an interval between 1-1 ½ inches across the narrow direction of the tape.  This 

is done on both sides of the gap to be drawn in by the lacing.  Lacing rings would also make this look nicer, but I avoid 

these for cost and speed issues.  

Button Strips 

I had assumed button strips are old hat among the penny 

pinching seamsters in SCA.  But I will include it as it seems I run 

into someone at every event who has not seen these.  To save 

money on buttons (as I tend to like a lot of buttons)  I place button 

holes along both sides so that they line up.  Then I attach buttons to 

either a length of moderately stiff ribbon or sew them to a strip of 

doubled up bias tape.  This allows me to transfer buttons between 

garments.  Recently using Amazon we have been able to find much 

cheaper metal buttons that are plausibly period looking.   
 

http://www.chesholme.com/sator.php
http://www.chesholme.com/wfiles/2-1-Cotehardie.pdf
http://www.scribd.com/doc/223845605/Danish-Style-10th-Century-Hangeroc#scribd
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Fabric Choices  

 In the past my two usual go to fabrics for loaner or newcomer 

clothing is 1. Linen rayon blends from Jo-Anns and 2. Whatever I find on 

the clearance pile that is cotton, linen, linen blends or wool blends.  It is 

still loaner clothing and I need to keep my costs down.  The linen rayon 

blend is just a fabric that has worked well for me, I feel it has a nice drape 

but is a little heavy for hot events.  The cost of this has gone up in recent 

years after the closing of Hancock’s, to the point where I have begun to 

use 100% linen from fabrics-store.com more and more.  Spending an extra 

$5-10 on a garment that I know will wear better, longer, be more 

comfortable and look better seems a good investment.  I do try to 

encourage people to avoid the thin cottons that seems the tradition to start 

with as this just doesn’t last for garments.  Most of the under layers we have for loaner clothing items are just muslin 

rather than linen.   

Clothing for Growing Children  

When I make clothing for children I generally stick to t tunics for the obvious reasons.  The two big exceptions to 

this have both utilized the concept of adjustable clothing.  One is some adjustable gambesons for some of our young 

fighters as an experiment to generate a set of instructions for parents to make armor for 

children participating in youth combat programs. 

The other example was a set of cotehardies for the daughter of a friend.  The 

dresses were all made so that when the laces were fully drawn in they would just fit her.  

As she grows they should be able to let the lacing out so the clothing grows with her.  I 

also rolled several inches of fabric into the hem in two passes so that they can let the hem 

out as she gets taller.  

The Adjustable Cotehardie 

Advantage 

Classic ‘medieval’ look 

Simple and fast to sew 

Flattering on many body styles 

 

Disadvantage 

Less forgiving to 

variations of height 

Doesn’t look quite right 

with a less open neck 

line 

Adjustable quilted armor for child 
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Modification 

Under arm panel of a 6 panel dress is expanded and laces are added 

Considerations 

Neck line  

Short sleeve vs long sleeve 

 

The base garment that I use is a 

straight front 6 panel cotehardie with the 

under arm panel widened out and a lacing 

strip or “ladder” added.  For the front I have used both laced and buttoned 

closures.  The neck line I tend to leave more modest because 1. They are 

new, and 2. Since they are not an individually tailored dress the 

supportiveness of the dress can be called into question.  They may not be 

self-supporting and a more modest neck line can hide a bra strap 

(especially with the addition of a small safety pin.  For the fitted 

cotehardies I make I tend to rely on both the under layer and the cotehardie 

to do the supporting for busty women.     

I start the side lacing far enough below the armpit as to avoid constricting the arm movement, but as high as I can 

to smooth the shape across the bust. I generally extend if down past the hips but don’t always lace it that far.  The excess 

fabric gets tucked off to either side to smooth out the dress.  The added fabric and stitching at the lacing does make is less 

comfortable then a well tailored dress.  I have used a flap of layered fabric with button holes to lace through as well as a 

cord sewn to the seam to lace through as well.  Lacing rings would also work. 

The addition to the measurements to make for a larger than needed dress that can tighten up, happens along the 

area of the ‘bust shelf’ to hip flare.  In the Chesholme document the area referred as the waist suppression is left in or even 

expanded out slightly and the bust measurement is given some ease as well.  

For the front closure I use lacing if I am trying to pinch pennies and a button strip for most of the others.  I 

generally settle on a 1.5 in spacing, but I prefer closer spacing for ones I make for people.  If they forget the button strip or 

we need just a little more space across the chest, a button strip dress can be laced shut.  For lacing I use button holes (done 

by machine).   

The sleeve length is another area I need to work on.  My understanding is that the best look is achieved with a 

longer sleeved kirtle under the shorter sleeved cotehardie.  But due to the limited resources, the under dresses used with 

these are often only vaguely the correct size.  Most of the adjustable ones I have made have then been longer sleeved and 

we have just skipped on the tippets/sleeve streamers. 

  One of the failings of the adjustable cotehardie is the length.  We tend to hike it up in the belt or pin it up as a 

temporary hem, or for the reverse problem . .  just accept the war-hem length. 
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The Adjustable Hangeroc 

Advantage 

Cheap and easy to sew 

Flattering to a wide range of shapes and sizes 

More forgiving of height differences 

 

Disadvantage 

Needs multiple under 

dresses to fit the range of 

sizes 

Needs broaches to make 

it look correct 

Modification 

Lacing is hidden in the back to adjust the bust line measurement 

 

The key modification to the adjustable 

hangeroc that I have made has been lacing right 

at the bust height to adjust the bust length 

measurement.  The lacing is hidden on the inside 

of the dress in the back and is simply two 

rectangles of reinforced fabric with button holes.  It is then sewn to the back of 

the dress just below the top.   The wide variation of lengths of hangeroc made 

and used in the SCA provides a wide range of forgiveness to the hem length.   

One of the parts of this dress that I dislike the most is the puckering of 

the fabric in the center top back of the dress when it is tightened.  We generally 

address this with some well placed safety pins.   

The adjustment of the dress is easily managed by first having the victim 

put the over dress on inside out, then having someone draw in the lacing until 

the proper snugness along the bust line is achieved.  The dress can then be put 

on right side out. 

 The shoulder straps are left long to allow for a little adjustment 

there.  I did not utilize the loops for the broaches as I was unsure if the 

length of the straps would need to be adjusted.  The under dresses are a little on the too-big side to make sure they fit the 

intended victim.  The most expensive part remains the turtle broaches (until I can make 

them myself) 

 The Bliaut 

Advantage  

Classic ‘medieval’ look 

Simple and fast to sew 

Flattering on many body styles 

 

Disadvantage 

Those fun sleeves 

Dress shown turned inside out to reveal lacing 
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Can use up a lot of fabric to get the right flowing look 

Considerations 

Head wear really completes the look. 

Modification 

Modesty panel under side lacing  

Additional rear lacing to provide for more range of adjustment  

 

 

The way I learned to make bliauts (right 

or wrong) utilized side lacing from the arm pit to 

just below the hip, with either the style including 

the tummy wrinkles or the smooth style.  So really I don’t lay claim to 

discovering anything here, but merely bring it up as an option that can be used.  

With an under dress to cover the gap (or worst case some extra fabric pinned in) 

the side lacing allows for a modest amount of play as long as the arms are not 

restricted and the measurement across the top of the bust and under the arms does 

not pull too hard on the under arm gussets.  

The latest version of this I used included lacing along the back to provide 

a greater range of adjustment.  This was done by adding a slight addition (about 2 

inches) to the back measurement and then attaching a ladder lacing from about 

armpit height extending down to just below the flare at the hips.  This extra range 

allows for slightly more  

 

Flexible Fit Garments 
In order to expand this handout further I included connections to some 

additional styles of garments that have the advantage of fitting a range of body styles 

in a smaller number of garments.  In this way they also add to the flexibility of the 

Gold Key without adding more items.  These clothing options do not have the 

feature of being adjustable but are simply flexible due to their unfitted nature.  

Obviously there are several of these that have been popular in the SCA for 

many years, especially when coping with hot weather events or times when a quick 

clothing option is needed.  Among these options are the Finnish ‘Eura’ dress, chiton, 

stola and peplos. All of these have the common factor of a loose outer layer pinned 

or sewn together in some way, draping around the body and in various cases 

additional pins or belts used to shape the dress.  In the case of the peplos over an 

under dress or the Baltic styles, the complicated component is the under dress, but 

these can be simplified to T tunic dresses (Just please make the effort to reach 

beyond the 2 seam t tunic.)  This leaves the over dresses that are either not sewn at 

all, have minimal sewing or have just a little straight line sewing to create them.  

Attempt at 'Eura' grave 56 dress 

Some of the very wrong back lacing 
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Many examples of these can be found on line, two specific ones recommended are linked below.  I will mention 

that from a project done with other members for Clothiers 2019, we created several documents related to Finnish and 

Latvian garments.  I quite enjoyed the ‘Eura’ dress and its’ accessories and feel that they are easy to make and fit into the 

range of flexible garments.  Those can be found online at: 

https://starsandgarters.org/2019/02/02/clothiers-2019-finnish-and-latvian-clothing-introduction/ 

In summary 

Making new people feel like they belong is made easier by making them look like they belong.  If they feel that 

they look out of place then it could interfere with their exploration of the game and the search for where they belong in it 

and how they need to play.  If the clothing they have helps fill that fantasy of dressing like someone in the painting, it is 

easier to catch the feeling of magic and get them hooked in the game longer.   

I usually begin the process of finding clothing for our new friends with an emphases on the fact that they are 

beginning a journey with their historic clothing.  They aren’t starting out completely at the end, but beginning on a path 

that should lead to an ever more accurate and comfortable wardrobe.  The path is theirs and they need to walk it at a pace 

that is right for them.   

For us as guides to our new friends along their path, the next step beyond the clothing is to make them feel 

welcome.  

No matter what they have on, if they are made to feel unwelcome – all of 

this work is for nothing. 

 

Resources I Used 

Measurement calculating and recording: 

(http://www.chesholme.com/sator.php ) 

Cotehardie Patterning: 

(http://www.chesholme.com/wfiles/2-1-Cotehardie.pdf ) 

Hangeroc Patterning:  

(http://www.scribd.com/doc/223845605/Danish-Style-10th-Century-Hangeroc#scribd) 

A good intro to the Finnish clothing; 

http://www.vikinganswerlady.com/FTP_Files/Ancient_Finnish_Costumes.PDF 

A link to roman clothing  

https://annasrome.com/roman-garb-basics/ 

https://vestificasericata.wordpress.com/documentation/  

https://starsandgarters.org/2019/02/02/clothiers-2019-finnish-and-latvian-clothing-introduction/
http://www.chesholme.com/sator.php
http://www.chesholme.com/wfiles/2-1-Cotehardie.pdf
http://www.scribd.com/doc/223845605/Danish-Style-10th-Century-Hangeroc#scribd
http://www.vikinganswerlady.com/FTP_Files/Ancient_Finnish_Costumes.PDF
https://annasrome.com/roman-garb-basics/
https://vestificasericata.wordpress.com/documentation/

